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Accountability”
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The Nuremberg Code of 1947 explicitly sets
standards for medical conduct, prohibiting
forced medical treatments on individuals.
Yet under U.S. law, as set by the precedent
in Jacobson v. Massachusetts, a state is
allowed to enforce a compulsory vaccination.
Still, the government should have never
imposed Covid vaccine mandates for federal
employees, contractors, healthcare workers
affiliated with Medicare and Medicaid, and
the military, argues Sen. Ron Johnson,
describing how the evidence of harm was
known to the healthcare agencies prior to
the rollout, as were the glaring early signals
of injuries and deaths.

The senator says that investigating the Covid cartel and holding it accountable would be an important
priority for his work on the Subcommittee on Investigations (Homeland Security and Governmental
Affairs Committee) should Republicans regain control over the Senate in the upcoming elections. The
subjects of the investigation are already laid out by the senator in over 60 oversight letters sent to the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) that concern the so-called hot lots of the
vaccines, and the application of the standard operational procedures for analysis of the reports on
adverse reactions to the vaccines. In addition to that, Sen. Johnson outlines the powers and resources
that will be required to conduct a thorough investigation into these matters.

Finally, the senator turns to the vital task of combating informational warfare and protecting freedom of
speech. He argues that the Covid cartel and global elite maintain power by promoting their narrative
while quashing dissenting voices. This, he asserts, is a primary strategy for exerting control. To reclaim
the initiative, the senator emphasizes the need to educate the public, especially focusing on younger
generations, to become more critical and discerning of government propaganda and censorship. He
strongly opposes government interference in education, viewing it as a hindrance to this crucial effort.

Part 1 of this interview is available here.

Please learn more about Sen. Ron Johnson by visiting his official website.

Follow Sen. Ron Johnson on X (Twitter).
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